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Religious Freedom and Liberty Issues in America - 18 

The pillar with which religious freedom and true liberty in America are constructed is that 

of knowledge. An intelligent understanding of the high cost of these basic human rights and 

the constant threats to their continuance is essential. Fundamental changes in both societal 

and governmental attitudes, towards the "First Freedoms" of the United States, should be 

monitored and recognized by the populace and responded to accordingly. Special programs, 

dedicated to this pressing threat and community need, as broadcast during this reporting 

period, are listed below:  . 

Issue – The Failure to Protect Individual Rights is Somewhat Common, but 
What Protections are in Place for Religious Institutions? 

The Johnson Amendment is a section of the U.S. Tax Code (that has been around about 60 years) 

prohibiting tax-exempt organizations (like churches) from exercising active support for, or opposition to, 

specific individuals running for office. The discussion of “Issues” is not prohibited. What would the 

removal of this prohibition improve or make worse?  Host Alan Reinach discusses the issue with Maggie 

Garett Legislative Director for Americans United for Separation of Church and State. 

Program - Let Freedom Ring  
"Attacking The Johnson Amendment” 14 minutes - 04-28-2018 & 04-29-2018 @ 4:30am, 4:30pm,  

05-02-2018 @ 6:30pm.  

-------------------------- 

Issue – Government Money is Always Followed by Government Control 

Since the early days of the Republic the Government has been prohibited from giving money directly to 

churches for any purpose. Indirect support of churches that, for example, provide social services programs, 

is a different matter. What would a removal of such restriction be a bad idea? Alan Reinach discusses the 

issues with Amira Aldehad Director of Public Affairs and Religious Liberty SDA Church in the Southern 

States 

Program - Let Freedom Ring  

"What’s a Blaine Amendment?” - 14 minutes - 05-05-2018 & 05-06-2018 @ 4:30am, 4:30pm,  

05-09-2018 @ 6:30pm. 

 

 



 
 

Issue – Freedom of Speech Attacked by Whom?  

If there was ever a more unlikely source-of-attack upon free speech in America it would have to be the 

American Bar Association! But guess which institution is doing just that? Alan Reinach discusses the issue 

with Kim Colby, Director Center for Law and Religious Freedom. 

Program - Let Freedom Ring  
“American Bar Association Attacks Free Speech” - 14 minutes - 05-26-2018 & 05-27-2018 @ 4:30am, 4:30pm,           

05-30-2018 @ 6:30pm. 

--------------------------  

Issue – Religious Liberty “For the Other Guy” can Be Difficult to Appreciate  

In the minds of many people today, religious liberty means “the ability to believe as I believe”. In recent 

days, many observers believe that “over-reach” by leftist-leaning social forces have generated an 

unhealthy response from the right to empower a narrower view of religion. Lincoln Steed, Editor of 

Liberty Magazine discusses the issue with host Alan Reinach.  

Program - Let Freedom Ring  
“The Age of Entitlement vs. Religious Freedom - 14 minutes - 06-02-2018 & 06-03-2018 @ 4:30am, 4:30pm,              

06-06-2018 @ 6:30pm. 

 

--------------------------  

Additional issues of interest and consequence follow:  

Issue – It You Could Speak with An “Alien Being” From Space, Would You 

Want To? It May Be Easier Than You Think! 

In the last fifty years or so numerous “close encounters” have been claimed! However, the end-result of 

those “conversations” has been overwhelmingly undesirable. What about prayer? Is there someone “out 

there” that you can safely communicate with even if the answers you seek are not always delivered in the 

manner you expected? John Bradshaw does a Biblical analysis of what is happening in prayer and what 

should be anticipated. 

.Program - It is Written  

"Prayer in the Real World" - 28 minutes - 04-28-2018 @ 12:25pm & 04-29-2018 @ 6:26am  

 



Issue – I want to Live a Very Long Time. In Fact, Do I Have to Die At All?  

In the early days of Earth’s history people lived for nearly a thousand years. What happened and is there 

something that can be done to reverse our shrinking lifespan?  Dr. John Westerdahl, Nutritionist - Bragg 

Health Institute discusses the issue with Host John Bradshaw. 

Program - It is Written  

"Anti-Aging Secrets" - 28 minutes - 05-12-2018 @ 12:25pm & 05-13-2018 @ 6:26am 

 

-------------------------- 

Issue – Houses No Longer Have A Front Porch Where Neighbors Talk, But A 

Cohesive Social Structure is Highly Desirable. In An Age of Isolation, True 

Friends Can Be Hard to Find! Can You Be One? 

Social isolation in modern society can result in unhappy individuals carrying burdens with a sense of 

“nowhere to turn” for solace, support or advice. Mary Lowman continues her ongoing saga of fictional 

character and single-mother “Fran” and what being a real friend means to others in your sphere of 

influence. Good citizens make for a better nation. 

Program – The Christian Working Woman  

"Fran And Jesus On The Job" - 3 minutes - 06-04-2018 through 06-08-2018 @ 2:50am, 7:50am, 12:50pm & 

5:05pm  

 

-------------------------- 
 


